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Leadership Compass
South
East-West
North
Center

__________%

__________%

__________%

_________%
(center)

__________%
NOTES

Character Counts:

Integrity ____

Authenticity _____

Discipline _____
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Leadership Clarity
_____ Management Myth-

_____ Entrepreneur Myth-

_____ Knowledge Myth-

_____ Pioneer Myth-

_____ Position MythNOTES

Leadership Capacity
1.
2.
3.
4.

The thought of having a personal growth plan is a new idea to me.
I currently have a personal growth plan.
I believe it is important to have a personal growth plan.
I know where to start and a good way to implement a personal growth plan.

YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
NO
NO
NO

5. One benefit I would receive if I were participating in a personal growth plan is _________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
6. One benefit my team would receive if I were participating in a personal growth plan is __________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Action Steps
1. Circle the direction on the leadership compass where you need to spend some concentrated effort.
North

South

East/West

Center

Write one step you could take this coming week to move in that direction. I could ____________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

2. Circle the leadership myth(s) you need to bust…in your own mind and with your team.
Management

Entrepreneur

Knowledge

Pioneer

Position

I want to share the leadership myths with ________________________________ this week.

3. Circle the areas of personal growth where you need to focus some attention.
Attitude

Awareness

Business/Career

Discipline

Family

Fitness/Health

Hobbies

Priorities

Spiritual Disciplines

Other_______

One step in the right direction would be to ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

--------------------------------- (tear here and place in the box at the back of the room) ----------------------------------

Name ______________________________________________________________
Email ______________________________________________________________
Phone _____________________________________________________________

_____ YES, send me the free TIPs for Leaders resource
_____ YES, add me to the “infotainment” emails
_____ YES, tell me about ordering Seeing Blind Spots
_____ YES, contact me about the mastermind groups
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